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Abstract:

The paper was motivated by the high price volatility in wholesale electricity markets and an
ongoing debate about market design. Two interrelated questions are examined: (a) the effect of suppliers’
capacity on their bidding decisions in unit-price procurement auctions; and (b) performance comparison
between a uniform auction (charging all suppliers a uniform market clearing price) and a discriminatory auction
(charging each supplier a price equal to her/his bid).
We show that, in the absence of exogenous sources of uncertainty such as asymmetric information and random
demand, price may not be constant and price dispersion may stem endogenously from electricity producers’
randomized bidding due to the prevalence of a mixed strategy equilibrium. The bid distribution and consequent
price variance are mainly determined by system utilization and capacity asymmetry among suppliers.
Introduction of demand uncertainty increases the likelihood of price dispersion, but not necessarily the
magnitude of price variability. Numerical studies further illustrate that demand uncertainty has a secondary
contribution to price dispersion, compared with system utilization. Based on the model of conditional price
dispersion that we propose, the empirical study on the New England Power Pool qualitatively supports our
theoretical predictions.
In contrast to the two schools of auction theorists who argue one auction’s efficiency superiority over the other,
our paper suggests that the two auctions have the same efficiency but the discriminatory auction is favored by
risk averse electricity procurers. These insights are also of practical value for the procurement and outsourcing
managers in other industries who face competitive suppliers with capacity constraints.
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